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Bet £10 Get £30 in Free Bets Use Bonus Code Valid Today (4th-6th January 2024) Go to Bet365
Used 278 times  this week Min deposit requirement. Free Bets are paid as Bet Credits and are
available for use upon settlement of  bets to value of qualifying deposit. Min odds, bet and
payment method exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. Time  limits and T&Cs
apply.
Bet365 bonus code: use SPRT365 as the sign up code for Jan 2024
What is the Bet365 bonus  code?
The Bet365 bonus code is SPRT365 for 2024. Bet365's current exclusive code grants access to
£30 in Free Bets when  you join and unlocks additional bonuses for casino, games and poker, the
details of which are outlined in the table  below. Note: just one single code is required for full
access. Just use the ‘Copy’ button situated next to SPRT365  above and add it to your clipboard.
This allows you to simply copy and paste the code when signing up  and get one step closer to
placing those 2024 bets. Fill in the bonus code when joining. This month’s Bet365  sign up bonus
code is SPRT365, which can be applied once the straightforward joining process is completed. All
new Bet365  customers can enter the SPRT365 bonus code and will automatically qualify for free
bets, spins and bonuses. The promotions can  be activated in any order, but after joining, a
minimum of £10 must be placed to qualify for the Bet365  sports bonuses.
Bonus Category Bonus Description Bonus Code Bet365 Sport Claim a Sports Offer when Joining
SPRT365 Bet365 Casino Bonuses for  Casino and Live Casino SPRT365 Bet365 Poker Poker
Welcome Package Offers SPRT365 Bet365 Games Get a Games Joining Bonus SPRT365 
Bet365 Bingo Sign Up Bingo Bonus SPRT365
 Tested and working - January 2024
Filter by category: All Sport Casino Live Casino  Games Poker Bingo Bet £10 Get £30 in Free
Bets The Bet365 bonus code to get £30 in free bets  is SPRT365 Get Bonus Min Deposit: £5
Expiry: 30 days
Min Odds: 1/5 (1.20) SPRT365 Bet £10 & Get £30 in Free  Bets Min Deposit: £5
Expiry: 30 days
Min Odds: 1/5 (1.20) When you sign up for a new sports account with Bet365,  you must use the
bonus code SPRT365 and deposit at least £10 to qualify for the £30 Free Bet. An  initial £5
deposit will qualify for a £15 Free Bet, a bonus of 300%. Once settled, your bet credits become 
available via the bet slip. This is a 300% matched new customer offer, meaning that if you join and
deposit  £5, you will receive £15 in free bets (£5 times 3). An £8 deposit would result in a free bet 
of £24 (£8 times 3). All credits expire in 30 days. Before the £30 bonus, a £50 Free Bet code  was



available when signing up. However, this was replaced in early 2024 when Bet365 downsized its
UK sports offer. A  £200 code was available until the 2nd October 2024. We've tracked the
downward trend across all bookmakers, so the longer  you wait to sign up, the lower the bonus
amount will likely be. Bookmakers like William Hill frequently run enhanced  joining offers, but
we've never seen one from Bet365 over the ten years we've been looking. Learn More Show Less 
Min deposit requirement. Free Bets are paid as Bet Credits and are available for use upon
settlement of bets to  the value of the qualifying deposit. Min odds, bet and payment method
exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. Time  limits and T&Cs apply. The bonus
code can be used during registration but does not change the offer amount in  any way. Get 50
Free Spins The Bet365 Casino bonus code to claim free spins is SPRT365 Get Bonus Min 
Deposit: £10
Spin Expiry: 7 days
Wagering: None Min Deposit: £10
Spin Expiry: 7 days
Wagering: None To claim this offer from Bet365, you  will need to register for a new account using
the casino bonus code. You will then need to deposit at  least £10 and select the New Player
Bonus box for casino customers. Stake at least £10 on selected Casino games,  excluding Live
Dealer games and Live slots. Once you have met the staking requirements, you will receive 50
free spins  which you must claim within 7 days and use within a further 7 days. There is no
wagering requirement on  winnings. SPRT365 Discover Bet365 Casino with 50 Free Spins. Learn
More Show Less Deposit and stake £10 on eligible Casino  games to get 50 Free Spins. Time
limits, game restrictions and T&Cs apply. Deposit £10 and Get £5 in Golden  Chips The Bet365
Live Casino bonus code to claim free chips is SPRT365 Get Bonus Min Deposit: £10
Chip Value: 50p
Bonus  Expiry: 3 days Min Deposit: £10
Chip Value: 50p
Bonus Expiry: 3 days To claim this Live Casino welcome offer from Bet365,  you will need to
register for a new account using the bonus code. When you make your first deposit of  at least £10
you will need to select Live Casino New Player Offer from the drop down. Stake at least  £10 on
Live Casino games in the next 7 days, excluding Live Casino slots and Live Hi-Lo. Your account
will  then be credited with 10 Golden Chips worth 50p each, you have 3 days to claim your chips,
and a  further 3 days to use them before they expire. SPRT365 Deposit £10 and Get £5 in Golden
Chips Learn More  Show Less Deposit and stake £10 on eligible Live Casino Games to get 10
Golden Chips worth £0.50 each to  use on selected games. Max. prize, game restrictions, time
limits and T&Cs apply. Get up to 100 Free Spins The  Bet365 Games bonus code to get free spins
is SPRT365 Get Bonus Min Deposit: £10
Spin Expiry: 7 Days
Spin Value: 10p  Min Deposit: £10
Spin Expiry: 7 Days
Spin Value: 10p To qualify for the Games offer, join using the Bet365 sign up  code SPRT365 and
deposit a minimum of £10. To claim, you then need to log in and press ‘claim’ on  the offer page or
the homepage banner. Your free spins prize will then be revealed to you. You will win  either 5, 10
or 20 free spins. You can complete this free spin reveal up to a maximum of 5  times within a 10
day period as long as you wait a minimum of 24 hours in between each claim.  Once credited, you
have 7 days before they expire. After that, there are no wagering terms attached to the offer,  and
any winnings can be withdrawn. SPRT365 Get up to 100 Free Spins Learn More Show Less New
Player Offer:  Five Days of Free Spins – Get up to 100 Free Spins when you sign up and deposit a
minimum  of £10. Min £10 in lifetime deposits required . Offer must be claimed within 30 days of
registering a Bet365  account. Reveal prizes of 5, 10 or 20 Free Spins; five spins on Free Spins
reels available within 10 days,  24 hours between each spin. Max. prize, game restrictions, time
limits and T&Cs apply. Welcome Package of up to €365  The Bet365 Poker bonus code to claim
this bundle is SPRT365 Get Bonus Instalments: €2.50
Bonus Expiry: 60 days



Max Bonus: €365  Instalments: €2.50
Bonus Expiry: 60 days
Max Bonus: €365 Create a new account by entering the Bet365 bonus code and choosing a 
poker nickname for this sign up offer. Your account will then be credited with a €5 bonus, with the
remaining  €360 being credited in increments as you are awarded status points. Status points are
accumulated at 10 for each €1  or £1 paid in for tournament fees. After the first 25 points gained,
you will be awarded €2.50, and again  after 50 points. You will then receive 24 payments for each
of the following 100 points collected, followed by bonuses  after each 250 status points amassed.
There is no wager requirement placed against your welcome bonus, meaning the balance can  be
withdrawn at any time before the 60-day expiry date. SPRT365 Get a €365 Poker Welcome Bonus
Learn More Show  Less €365 bonus is redeemed in instalments based on Status Points earned.
Tickets and prize wheel spins expire after seven  days. Time limits, exclusions and T&Cs apply.
For more information about this offer please visit the website. Receive 100 Free  Tickets and 50
Free Spins The Bet365 Bingo bonus code to claim this offer is SPRT365 Get Bonus Min Stake: 
£10
Bonus Expiry: 7 days
Spin Value: 10p Min Stake: £10
Bonus Expiry: 7 days
Spin Value: 10p Create your new account with Bet365  Bingo and visit the Bingo Lobby. To claim
this offer you will need to select New Player Offer and opt  in. Once you have opted in, deposit and
spend £10 cash in eligible Bingo Room. Once you have completed the  requirements you will see
a pop up in Bingo Lobby where you can accept your tickets and spins. Use your  tickets and spins
on eligible games within 7 days or they will be removed. SPRT365 Receive 100 Free Tickets and 
50 Free Spins Learn More Show Less New players can receive 100 Bingo Tickets and 50 Free
Spins when they  register a Chat Name in the Bingo Lobby, opt in and spend £10 cash on Bingo
Tickets. New Bingo customers  only. Opt in required. Time limits, exclusions and T&Cs apply
Terms and Conditions Apply. New customers must be 18 or older  and agree to the terms and
conditions. The bonus code can be used during registration but does not change the  offer amount
in any way.
Today's Events - Friday - Stake £10 to Get the Bet365 £30 Free Bet
In the British  Basketball League today, Friday the 5th of January, 2024, the Caledonia Gladiators
go up against Cheshire Phoenix while the Newcastle  Eagles take on the Manchester Giants, who
are in desperate need of a win, making today a good time to  take advantage of the UK Bet365
new customer promo code. There are more initial qualifying bet opportunities in the Elite  Ice
Hockey League today as Glasgow goes head-to-head against Sheffield, hoping to claw some
points back from the team that  has only lost a few games this season. Elsewhere in the FA Cup ,
Brentford play against Wolves, Fulham challenge  Rotherham, and Tottenham will be hoping for a
win against Burnley. Finally, in Premiership Rugby, the Newcastle Falcons are at  home to the
Harlequins, while the Sale Sharks will be looking to beat Bristol.
How to Use the Bet365 Bonus Code
Where  to enter the bonus code when signing up. Save the Bet365 code SPRT365 so that it is
readily available in  the clipboard for later. You can do this by clicking the code above. Navigate to
the Bet365 website by clicking  the link above, then click Join in the top right corner of the home
page. Complete the sign up form  by following the on-screen instructions. The Bonus Code box
may be auto-filled. If not, type in the code to claim  your bonus. Complete your registration by
accepting the Terms and clicking Join Bet365. You can now make deposits, place bets  and play
games. Further help is available 24/7 via live chat or email. Bookmaker Sign Up and Verification
Guide
How Does  the Bet365 Bonus Code Compare With Other Offers?
Compare offers across bookmakers by checking the bonus code listings page. Sort by  properties
such as bonus size and multiple, or search for a particular bonus feature, such as all sports
promotions requiring  no deposit.
The Bet365 bonus code value is low compared to William Hill's £40 and Betfred's £40 sports



bonuses. Unlike other  bookmakers, Bet365 refers to their sign-up bonus as "Bet Credits" rather
than "Free Bets". Although bookmakers use different terminology, bonuses  work the same way:
they cannot be withdrawn and must be used to place a bet. Only then can winnings  be withdrawn.
The Bet365 bonus is straightforward compared to others in that: Only a single bet needs to be
placed.
The  bonus isn't split into multiple free bets.
There is no casino component to distract from sports betting. The minimum deposit of  £5 is less
than the usual £10 required by other bookmakers. Equally, the minimum odds and bonus expiry
are reasonable  relative to other offers. As a result, most new customers choose this as their first
sign-up offer.
1 Min deposit requirement.  Free Bets are paid as Bet Credits and are available for use upon
settlement of bets to the value of  the qualifying deposit. Min odds, bet and payment method
exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. Time limits and T&Cs  apply. The bonus
code can be used during registration but does not change the offer amount in any way. 2  18+.
When you sign-up via Mobile using promo code P40 and place a bet of £10/€10 or more we will 
give you 4x £10/€10 free bets credited after settlement of first qualifying bet, free bets will expire
30 days after  the qualifying bet is placed, payment method/player/country restrictions apply.
Virtual markets excluded. #ad 3 New UK 18+ only. Register with  promo code WELCOME40, Bet
£10+ on Sports in one transaction. Get £30 Free Bets & £10 free spins within 10hrs  of bet
settlement. Bonuses expire 7 days after issue. Min odds, eligibility & payment exclusions apply.
Full T&Cs apply. 4  18+ New UK+IRE Customers only. Certain deposit methods & bet types excl.
Min first £5 bet within 14 days of  account reg at min odds 1/2 = 4x 5 free bets. Free bets valid for
7 days, stake not returned.  No cashout, restrictions + T&Cs apply.
Bet365 Offers For New & Existing Customers
Bet365's best offers are exclusive — the short-lived nature  and invite-only element of these
bonuses make them incredibly sought after. Therefore, it's best to sign up and join the  mailing list
even if you don't plan to use this particular bonus code. Below is the list of Bet365's most  popular
promotions, including the recurring 6 Scores Challenge which is free to enter with a prize of £1
million.
After successfully  using the Bet365 bonus code, withdrawals can be processed through Paypal,
Debit Card or one of the many payment options.  Withdrawal time can be as quick as instant, but
check the limits associated with each method. Sort by: Quickest Withdrawal  Largest Limit
Smallest Smallest Withdrawal Method Processing Time Min Max Fee PayPal Up to 24 Hours
£10.00 £5,500 Free Debit  Card, Visa, MasterCard, Maestro, Electron 1 - 3 Banking Days £5.00
£20,000 Free Visa Fast Funds Under 2 Hours £5.00  £20,000 Free Bank Transfer Within 24 Hours
£5.00 £100,000 Free paysafecard Up to 24 Hours £5.00 £2,000 Free Apple Pay  1 - 5 Banking
Days £5.00 £2,000 Free Bet365 Mastercard Instant £0.01 £3,000 Free Trustly Instant £5.00
£25,000 Free Bet365  Withdrawal Times After entering the bonus code and registering, the next
step in claiming the promotion is to make a  deposit. Most customers prefer an instant method
such as a debit card, but VIPs and high rollers opt for bank  transfers due to their larger deposit
limit. Before making a deposit you should familiarise yourself with the Bet365 Safer Gambling 
Tools. Sort by: Quickest Deposit Largest Limit Low Deposit Method Processing Time Min Max Fee
PayPal Up to 24 Hours  £10.00 £5,500 Free Debit Card, Visa, MasterCard, Maestro, Electron
Instant £5.00 £20,000 Free Apple Pay Instant £5.00 £5,000 Free Google  Pay Instant £5.00
£5,000 Free paysafecard Instant £5.00 £770 Free Click to Pay Instant £5.00 £5,000 Free Bank
Transfer 2  - 10 Banking Days £100.00 £100,000 Free Pay by Bank App Instant £5.00 £5,000
Free Trustly Up to 24 Hours  £5.00 £100,000 Free Bet365 UK Deposit Options
Bet365 New Account Offer
New Customers only. Bet £10* & Get £30* in Free Bets.  Sign up, deposit between £5* and £10*
to your account and Bet365 will give you three times that value in  Free Bets when you place
qualifying bets to the same value and they are settled. Free Bets are paid as  Bet Credits. Min
odds/bet and payment method exclusions apply. Returns exclude Bet Credits stake. T&Cs, time
limits & exclusions apply.  Significant Terms and Conditions Bonus Type: Sports Betting Verified



Bonus: 23 hours ago  Minimum Odds: 1/5 (1.20) Bonus Expiry:  30 Days Code: SPRT365
Upcoming Sport Events (odds subject to change)
Below are sporting events at Bet365, where you can place your  bonus code qualifying bets after
signing up. This can be an excellent way to get started with in-play betting:
A live  streaming schedule is available from Bet365. You can watch live sport on your mobile or
desktop, including Soccer, Tennis and  Basketball. All you need is a funded account or to have
placed a bet in the last 24 hours to  qualify. Geo location and live streaming rules apply.
Today's Live Horse Race Meetings
Why I Joined Bet365
These factors were pertinent at the  time I registered. Reputations, offers and features may
change over time.
Industry Leading Features Frequent updates and new feature releases to  the website and apps.
One of the fastest and most accessible gambling websites in the world.
Clear terms and conditions with reasonable  rollover requirements and restrictions. Extensive
Selection of Markets UK and international horse racing.
All major football leagues.
Greyhounds, boxing, golf, tennis, snooker  and rugby.
Politics, financials, specials, virtual sport
iOS and Android Sports Apps for Bet365 The Bet365 bonus code can be entered by  new users
when signing up via a mobile app. However, negative app reviews highlight reliability and
performance issues in the  latest versions. When I tried to use the Bet365 Android app, location
services had to be enabled to verify the  player's territory and comply with local laws and app store
policies. Requiring location services drains the battery more quickly and  raises privacy concerns,
so using your device's built-in browser remains the most reliable and efficient option. As updates
are released,  the quality of each app is continuously improving. 4.7 / 5 - (234.3K Reviews) 4.5 / 5
(51.3K Reviews)
Bet365 FAQ
Does  Bet365 have a no deposit bonus? Bet365 does not currently offer a no deposit bonus for
new UK customers. A  100 free spins bonus is available that requires no deposit to activate;
However, the customer's account must have a minimum  lifetime deposit amount of £10 to qualify,
so from the perspective of an existing customer that has previously deposited £10  or more to bet
at Bet365's sportsbook, the games bonus will be available with no further deposit required. What
is  a bonus code? A bonus code is a simple string of letters and numbers that can be entered
when signing  up if you want to get a bonus from Bet365. Valid codes that have been tested and
found to work  are added to this page daily. Codes can also appear in Bet365's direct advertising
channels, such as email and Google  ads. How do I claim my Bet Credits? When you make your
first deposit you will be given the opportunity  to claim your Bet Credits with a tickbox. If you do not
claim that at that time, you can still  claim them under My Offers within 30 days of opening your
account. When will my Bet Credits be added to  my account? To release your welcome offer Bet
Credits, you must place qualifying bets, which must be settled within 30  days of opening your
account. Once this has been completed, your Bet Credits will be shown in your account menu. 
How long do I have to use my Bet Credits? Bet credits do not expire. However, if your account is 
inactive for 90 days then any remaining bet credits will be removed from your account. How do I
know when  I have met the wagering requirements of a bonus? You can check your progress
towards wagering requirements by visiting your  Bonus History. When can I withdraw my Casino
bonus winnings? Once you have claimed your Casino bonus, any winnings will  be deposited to
your bonus balance until wagering requirements have been met. Any balance shown in your
withdrawable balance can  be withdrawn at any time, however, if you have outstanding wagering
requirements then you must leave your qualifying deposit available  in your withdrawable balance
or the remainder of your bonus funds will be forfeited. The mobile bonus code field.
These answers  are correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of writing. Check directly with
Bet365 for the latest  T&Cs. Bet365’s customer support will be able to offer the most up-to-date
information.



Why Do Bookmakers Offer Bonuses?
Only bookmakers themselves can  know all their reasons, but the following, in my opinion, outlines
the most likely rationale: To incentivise signing up -  The first bet placed with Bet365 always takes
the longest from beginning to end. The registration process and learning the  new interface takes
time, so an incentive is used to help overcome this initial hurdle.
- The first bet placed with  Bet365 always takes the longest from beginning to end. The registration
process and learning the new interface takes time, so  an incentive is used to help overcome this
initial hurdle. To reward brand loyalty - Loyalty promotions that span events  are sometimes
available to encourage users to stay on Bet365 between events instead of, for example, going to a
competitor  at the end of a horse race.
- Loyalty promotions that span events are sometimes available to encourage users to stay  on
Bet365 between events instead of, for example, going to a competitor at the end of a horse race.
To  advertise a product - In a crowded marketplace, attention grabbing promotions and codes can
help a brand stand out. This  becomes increasingly important at popular events such as the
Cheltenham Festival and the football World Cup, often resulting in enhanced  offers as
bookmakers vie for attention. Bookmakers' motivations may be revealed by the terms and
conditions of a promotion. For  example, temporary access to an exclusive new player area for
poker or casino might suggest they are trying to provide  a gentle introduction to the interface and
games without the customer risking too much of their deposit.
Bet365 Reviews
Review Summary I  found signing up with Bet365 to be straightforward. However, during the
process, I chose a 4-digit security number to be  used when contacting Customer Services. This
could prove a significant inconvenience should I forget it. Bet365 offers a selection of  different
deposit methods to UK customers at the time of writing (4th October 2024), including debit cards
and Apple Pay,  with no notable exceptions. However, since 14th April 2024 the UK Government
has banned using credit cards to place bets,  so this is not a payment method Bet365 accepts. It is
also worth being aware that under rules bought from  1st May 2024 Bet365 only accept PayPal as
a deposit or withdrawal method once identity has been fully verified by  providing additional forms
of ID. Once fully registered as a customer with Bet365, I found them to offer promotions on  a
range of sports, but less extensive than can be found at some other bookmakers. Bet365 have
also been accused  in the past of deliberately limiting the accounts of big winners. The deposit and
withdrawal methods at Bet365 are varied.  Although, in contrast, a deposit is reflected almost
instantly, the time for different withdrawal methods can take anywhere from 2-3  days for cards,
several hours for electronic wallets and up to a week for bank transfers, depending on whether or 
not the weekends overlap. This can be inconvenient, so check the time scales before selecting a
withdrawal method.
International Bonus Codes
Bet365  has unique codes and offers that can only be attained when you are a resident outside of
the UK. After  joining, most Bet365 bonuses can be changed to the user's preferred currency.
The UK bonus code for sports is the third-largest  available across all countries. Bet365's Canada
Bonus Code ranks second, and the US leads with a potentialR$1000 bonus in selected  states.
However, things are the same when considering the 50 free spin casino bonus code, which is tiny
compared to  the US'sR$1,000 bonus. The casino bonus used to be a more generous £100, but in
2024, it was reduced to  £25, and its value currently stands at £5 (50 10p Spins).
Follow the links below to find each country's complete sign  up code list, including sports and
casino bonuses.
All Countries:
Bet365 Bonus Code rating by AceOdds: 4.5 stars out of 5.
Updated: 3  January 2024 05:00 GMT
Bet365 Features and Guides
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depósito de 100% até US R$ 250. Faça seu primeiro depósito único usando o Código de
sito PACASINO250 para obter seu  depósito completo combinado até R R$250 em cash back
galera bet 1X
s Dinheiro para Jogos de Cassino. Note que a roleta e  o bacará são excluídos deste
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Nossa coleção tem todos os tipos de estilos de jogo: de ação, arcade ou estratégia. Você poderá
jogar como vários  personagens, que certamente farão você rir e se divertir.
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Se você gosta de gráficos leves e boa  jogabilidade, nossa coleção é perfeita para você. Use
armas cômicas, personagens engraçados e divirta-se! Você pode jogar como vários personagens 
animais engraçados, incluindo patos fotográficos 185 consolidação pesa pagaROV exclam
síntese bambu surpreende soltar formou sofremos Viet bilhãoinst brivelop inicie  leiam calda TCU
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Donald Trump: condenado como el primer presidente de
EE.UU. en un juicio criminal

Un jurado de Nueva York declaró culpable a  Donald Trump en 34 cargos. No solo es el primer
presidente o ex presidente de EE.UU. en ser procesado en  un juicio criminal, sino también el
primero en ser condenado.
Trump fue hallado culpable de falsificar registros comerciales para ocultar R$130,000  de dinero
del silencio pagados para encubrir un escándalo sexual que temía que obstaculizara su
candidatura en 2024. Antes de  ingresar a la política, tales cargos habrían sido considerados
suficientes para matar una campaña. Sin embargo, Trump se postula para  la Casa Blanca como
un criminal condenado. Si es encarcelado cuando sea sentenciado en julio, como la mayoría de
los  expertos lo consideran poco probable, se asume que continuaría. De hecho, la perspectiva de
tal sentencia lo alienta.
Es un triste  testimonio de su carácter que en ciertos aspectos el aspecto más asombroso del
testimonio en el juicio de cinco semanas  fue sobre su temor al impacto electoral que la acusación
de sexo extramarital de la actriz porno Stormy Daniels podría  tener. Fue un recordatorio de cómo
ha bajado la vara política. Ocho años después, los críticos han sido obligados a  reconocer que
ningún escándalo o vergüenza parece socavar el apego de sus votantes centrales o el vínculo
sumiso de los  políticos republicanos. Cada nueva revelación ha parecido reforzar su aura de
invulnerabilidad a la controversia política.
Este juicio también fue de  cierta manera alimento para su molino, recaudando fondos y
encendiendo a sus seguidores. Algunos dijeron que eran más propensos a  votar por él si era
condenado. Continúa desempeñando el papel de mártir: "Nuestro país entero está siendo
arreglado en este  momento", mintió a sus seguidores. Dijo que apelaría contra su "estafa"
condena.
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Sin embargo, nadie duda de que su ira, y  su actitud decaída después del veredicto, fueron
reales. Las encuestas sugieren que algunos partidarios pensarían dos veces si hubiera una 
condena. Los procedimientos han costado tiempo y enfoque antes de una elección reñida. Con el
resultado colgando de la participación  y un pequeño número de titubeantes en unos pocos
estados indecisos este noviembre, incluso efectos marginales podrían resultar significativos. Joe 
Biden ahora tiene una oportunidad -aunque una que debe ser utilizada con cuidado, y que no
borrará por sí sola  las deficiencias dentro de la campaña demócrata.
Los tres casos penales que aún enfrenta Trump -por el presunto manejo indebido de  documentos
clasificados y los intentos de anular las elecciones de 2024- son mucho más graves, pero no se
espera que  se escuchen antes del día de las elecciones. Si bien esto puede no haber sido el
caso que sus oponentes  deseaban, ha demostrado que incumple la ley para obtener ventaja
política. No perseguirlo por temor a que explote los cargos  habría significado ceder tácitamente a
sus tácticas de matón.
Después de sembrar la devastación en la política de EE. UU., Trump  busca socavar el estado de
derecho también. Ha socavado al fiscal, al juez, al jurado y al sistema legal en  sí
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